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Boom doom zoom switzer

The CEOs of WebJet and ELMO talk their shares Peter Suisse spotlights webjet and ELMO software, and Sean and Adam Dawes of Partners take a look at some stocks. 15 stocks to consider in 2021! 2 Top Fund Managers Rate Apun, Zeroro, Nuix &amp; Zip: Buy or Don't Buy?! This week's show will be joined by Julia
Lee of Berman Investments, Jun Be Lieu of Tribeca Investment Partners and Paul Rickard of Switzerland. Does Bevan Slattery explain Megaport &amp; Treasury Wine Estates in the buy zone? Have bad boys in Beijing turned Treasury Wine Estates and a2 milk into screaming buys?! At this week's investment show,
Peter Suisse is joined by Julia Lee of Berman Investments, Rudy Philapec-Vandyke of FNArena, Jun Be Liu and Paul Rickard of Tribeca Investment Partners. Why Mesoblast is blasting high again &amp; 3 hot new stocks! on this week's show, Peter Suisse speaks with Adam Dawes of Shaw and Partners, Julia Lee of
Berman Investments, Shane Oliver of AMP Capital, Paul Rickard of Switzerland and Gemma Dale of Nabtrade. Hearts &amp; Mind Conference: Which 4 stocks are top 4 fund manager purchases! Experts like a2 Milk, Megaport and Linus, who make your mobile phone job Peter Switzerland, are joined by Julia Lee of
Berman Investments, Adam Dawes of Shaw and Partners, Paul Rickard of Switzerland and In Yi Chen of Coolaba Capital. We are choosing the winner: Tom Waterhouse in the cup! JB Hi-Fi &amp; WebJet! this week's show sees Peter Suisse join Tom Waterhouse, Julia Lee, John Gusic, Richard Murray, Terry McCrann
and Angel Zhang. Sell-outs that experts are buying! join peter suisse on this week's show are Julia Lee, Jim Rogers, Christopher Joy, Adam Dawes and Paul Rickard. What shares are experts buying? Julia Lee, Jun Be Liu, Gemma Dale &amp; ST Wong High stocks thanks to Mesoblast's Budget &amp; Julia Lee! Paul
Rickard of Switzerland will join Peter Switzerland. Page 2 experts will tell you what stocks you should buy and what you need to dump! Our experts speak to Berman Investment CIO Julia Lee, Shaw &amp; Partners Senior Investment Advisor Adam Dawes, Yellow Brick Road Chairman Mark Boulis, McPherson CEO
Laurie McAllister, Swiss Report co-founder Paul Rickard, Brainchip, Nearmap, Treasury wine evaluates high-tech stocks. We identify some tech stocks that you don't want to ignore!Michael Wayne, Jun Be Liu in Tribeca and Paul Rickard in Switzerland. Is Mesoblast the biomedical stock you need to have?+ Freelancer:
Stock on the way? Peter Suisse is joined by Julia Lee of Berman Investments, Matt Barry of freelancer .com, Robin Bauerman of Vanguard and Paul Rickard of Switzerland. Tech stocks on the slide! which stocks are best buys? this week's show sees Peter Suisse join Adam Dawes of Shaw &amp; Partners, Julia Lee of
Berman Investments, Jun Bei Lieu of Tribeca Investment Partners and Paul Rickard of Switzerland. 7 Experts! Plus, CEO of NextDC - Check out the Future! peter suisse speaks to experts about NextDC CEO Craig Scrroggy, in addition to the best companies coming out of the reporting season. CEO of BHP, Coles, Ciro,
Domino's and Coca-Cola &amp; A2 Milk. Buy or Sell?Peter Suisse will talk to Julia Lee to catch up with the CEOs and CFOs of the big companies he reported over the past week. Hot companies to follow from reporting season! peter suisse will talk to Julia Lee of Berman Investments and Adam Dawes of Shaw and
Partners about what companies should see, and Ruslan Kogan will be on the show. COVID-19: Perfect for retail stocks! In addition, these charts will make you want to buy shares! Afterpaid sales?Top stocks are big gains forward?Fortescue CEO Elizabeth Gaines will join Berman Investments' Julia Lee, Sean and
Partners' Adam Dawes and Swiss Paul Rickard for this week's show. Experts give these tech stocks a thumbs up! show of the week: Julia Lee of Berman Investments, Michael Wayne of Medallion, Michael Knox of Morgans and Paul Rickard of Switzerland. Can afterpay really go for $100?plus, reliable and reliable stock!
join Peter Suisse on this week's show: Julia Lee of Berman Investments, Adam Dawes of Shaw and Partners, Rudy Philapec-Vandic of FNArena and Andrew Lockhart of Metrics Credit Partners. Page 3 Switzerland Does Drugs! coronavirus killer, medicinal cannabis &amp; other drugs! 10 reasons why shares should be
sold + Fear investing in BHP &amp; Rio! Simon O'Connor and James Dunn will join Peter Suisse for discussions on Julia Lee, Charlie Aitken and Louise Walsh, in addition to ethical investments. Shares to buy in sell and loser stocks that could bounce back in July! Can millennials create a stock market boom and sink it?!
Montgomery Investment Management's Roger Montgomery and Pengana's Rhett Kessler feature Julia Lee, Michael Gable, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard in addition to the first Bulls vs. Bears segment. 4 Speculative Stocks, 5 Income Stocks and 2 Virus Resistant Funds!Why John Kelly and Charlie Aitkenzip's share
prices rose 68% in three days last week + great fund managers tell it all! Tech stocks to buy now to pay back later! on this week's investment show, Peter Suisse speaks with Julia Lee, Juhi Ann, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard. Hot stock market! Julia Lee, Michael Gable, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard join Peter
Suisse. Harry Dent suggests the fate and destruction of the stock, but experts dispute Peter Suisse's interview Doomsday Merchant Harry Dent, plus Julia Lee, Rudy Philapec-Vandik, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard. Five companies defying stock market concerns! Has Warren Buffett given us a clue whether the market
is down or up again? Investor Alert: Hot new Aussie company Bill Gates is invested in Peter Suisse and speaks to Julia Lee, Michael Gable, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard, in addition to the CEO of Atom Diagnostics. Page 4 How to invest in the current market joining Peter Suisse this week: Julia Lee, David
Bassanese, Charlie Aitken, Paul Rickard and John Lette. How do experts invest ahead of the Roaring 20s? see how Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Anthony Doyle, Roger Montgomery, Jeff Wilson, Dr. Catherine Ball and Michael Knox are investing. Buy shares now or is another leg coming?Anthony Doyle, Michael
McCarthy, Julia Lee, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard will join Peter Suisse for this week's investment show. Do you need to buy shares now?Listen to these experts!Peter Suisse is joined by Julian McCormack, Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Shane Oliver and Paul Rickard. How do experts play the stock market, byetime
or not yet? Michael Gable, Michael McCarthy, Julia Lee, Peter Thornhill and Paul Rickard join Peter Suisse in the latest episode of Swiss television, Investing. Get the real deal out of the stock market sales! Stock market disasters or buying opportunities? following the worst day for the Australian share market in the past
decade, Peter Suisse is speaking to Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Charlie Aitken, Paul Rickard and ST Wong to find out how they are reacting. Coronavirus! Dr. Doom Steve Keane &amp; Chris Joy will teach you how to play old debate enemies Steve Keane and Chris Joy, who weigh in on the influence of COVID-19,
plus the influence of Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard. Reporting this season, what shares do you need to buy? Is JB Hi-Fi still buying? and some surprise stocks worth investing in this week's show, joined by Michael Wayne and John McBainJulia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Paul Rickard Coronavirus - Is this a buying
opportunity? Stock experts like 2020! Peter is joined by Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy and Paul Rickard &amp; Mark Freeman from the Australian Foundation Investment Company. Page 5 experts tip their shares in the final episode of Swiss television: Invest of the Year, Peter Suisse is joined by Michael McCarthy, Julia
Lee, Paul Rickard and Camilla Love. The charts say stocks are booming in 2020! Surprise media stocks with strong buy signals! Stock tips from the nation's top fund managers! on this week's show, Peter speaks with Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Frank Calabria and John Hewson. Buy Domino's, Coke and A2 Milk! Are
Australian tech stocks a screaming buy?Charlie Aitken, Michael McCarthy, Catherine Yun and Jordan Eliseo join Peter Suisse. Julia Lee's investment secret Julia Lee shares some of her insights for investing, plus Melbourne Cup tips from Tom Waterhouse. Buy Domino's! Peter Suisse's analysis of retail sector experts
with looming Christmas shopping looks at the retail sector with Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Charlie Aitken, Paul Rickard and Sarah Hunter. Trade Deal! Buy Stocks! on Swiss TELEVISION: Investing this week, Peter Suisse is joined by Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Rudy Philapec-Vandic, Charlie Aitken and Paul
Rickard. What shares should I buy if a trade deal is coming? Should Blackmores, Link, SmartGroup and Microsoft shares be bought?This week, Peter Suisse sits down with Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Charlie Aitken, Ryan Fisher and Damien Cottier. Page Six Positive Trade Talk will publish a great stock selection this
week on Swiss television: Invest, Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Paul Rickard, Shane Oliver and David Head. Trade deals - what stocks?trade wars - what stocks?this week in Switzerland: Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Rudy Philapec-Vandick, Charlie Aitken, Paul Rickard, Rod North. Now that the reporting season is over,
what stocks look hot? Market Diving! Buy The Opportunity? Hot Stock of Experts! This Week in Switzerland: How Scared Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Paul Rickard, Paul Blickham and Charlie Aitken Should Be About the RecessionStock market collapse?This week in Switzerland: Christopher Joy, Julia Lee, Kate
Carnell, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard. What stocks should China take on Trump and buy? this week in Switzerland: Julia Lee (Berman Investment), Michael McCarthy (CMC Markets), Paul Rickard (Swiss Report), Michael Gable (Fairmont Equity) and Tim Reid (MYOB). Rather than Stephen Koucouras, Angus Woods,
Julia Lee, Rudy Philapec-Vandick and Paul Rickard Roger Montgomery buying locally, I would love this US stock Peter Suisse to sit down with Roger Montgomery this week. Shares to buy now and Professor Keen's house price forecast Steve Keane will return to Switzerland this week, as will Julia Lee, Paul Rickard and
Charlie Aitken. Should bitcoin, AMP and other money-killing investments be banned? in Switzerland this week, Nugget news founder and CEO Alex Saunders and Kambah co-founder and CPO Cameron Adams. Five top stocks- Raymond Chan of 24/7 Equity Pro Morgans and Glenn Keys of Aspen Medical - will join
Switzerland this week, joined by Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard. In the latest episode of Switzerland, where 2019 experts have their favorite shares in 2019, Peter Morgan will join the show, joined by Jun Be Lieu of Tribeca Investment Partners, Julia Lee of Bell Direct and Michael McCarthy
of CMC Markets. Page 7 Why you need to invest in global infrastructure In this week's Episode of Switzerland, Magellan's Emma Kirk spoke to Peter Suisse about the benefits of investing in globally listed infrastructure. This week in Switzerland, FNArena's Rudy Philapec-Vandic will join Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy,
Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard on the show. Trump trade deal: Is it time to invest in Chinese stocks? Will the stock slump?Jeff Wilson's perception of investing in Peter Suisse is joined this week by Jeff Wilson of Wilson Asset Management in Switzerland, along with Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Charlie Aitken and Paul
Rickard. Round 4 - Keene's 40% house price Chris Joy will be joined in the latest episode of Switzerland by Julia Lee, Michael McCarthy, Charlie Aitken, Paul Rickard and Chris Joy. Former ANZ chief economist Warren Hogan, who says Keane is wrong on house prices, will challenge Steve Keane's views on house
prices, while Shane Oliver, Charlie Aitken and Paul Rickard will take part in the first episode of Switzerland on YouTube. Youtube.
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